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Results 1 - 32 of 39 Get started in the art of folding with these Origami Kits containing beautiful papers and easy to
follow instructions for Our selection of graphic design books and art technique books is second to none in New Zealand.

Artisans and amateurs alike will find the perfect origami papers in our collection. We even carry Japanese
Chiyogami Origami Paper providing intricate, hand-silk screened prints for ornate projects and paper doll
folding. Her lifelong passion for making flowers began as a child, when she watched her mother and aunt run
a floral business. Maria started her own business ten years ago, incorporating her inherited skills and exploring
ideas of her own to create new, distinctive flowers. Select luxurious and durable Nepalese Lokta Papers for
natural hues and highlights. Lokta, Kozo, and Momi papers contain long, plant fibers instead of wood pulp.
Browse our selection and choose the paper that is right for you. Featuring 10 flower designs and over pages of
double-sided origami paper, this pack has everything you need to let your creativity bloom! The difference
between these origami papers and others on the market lie in the fibers. The pack includes sheets of origami
paper, printed on both sides, in nearly 40 different colours and patterns, so you can start creating right away.
Or choose lightweight Thai Unryu Kozo paper for projects requiring a soft feel and fine details. However, if
you enjoy traditional solid colors and prints in a rainbow of colors, we also carry a large variety of Japanese
Origami Paper Kits. All of the designs are clearly photographed, so you'll have no trouble picking out the first
one you want to try. For those into Le Crimp, Hand-Marbled Momi Papers provide uneven and heavy textures
without the need to crumple the paper. Many of these kits contain basic origami patterns and instructions.
Some of the designs even include leaves. The fibers provide depth and textures that are not found in copy
paper or other machine made papers. Find her online at www. Imported from Japan, Nepal, and Thailand, our
origami papers provide an enchanting origami experience. Using innovative methods, they made beautiful
flowers from fabric, paper, and other materials for weddings and special events. Customer Service. Complete
step-by-step instructions for tulips, lilies, roses, and other flowers that come from the imagination of Maria
Noble author of How to Make Paper Flowers are contained in a removeable page booklet. Enter the origami
garden of your fantasies with these folded flowers! Her exquisite flowers are now sought out by consumers
and businesses nationwide, including leading event planners in New York and Los Angeles. This is the perfect
gift for yourself or someone you love-- Origami Flowers Super Paper Pack will bring hours of pleasure to any
origami fan. Maria lives in Avon, Connecticut, with her husband and two children. The longer fibers provide
greater strength, less tearing and less feathering than papers made from wood pulp. Download cover This pack
includes step-by-step instructions for 10 flower designs, including a tulip, lily, and rose, and sheets of origami
paper, so you can let your creativity bloom!


